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“Mergermarket provides insight to our  
bankers in preparing to meet with our  
prospects and clients in the middle market. 
Often we have information before others, or 
unique information they do not possess.” 
Bennett Jones LLP

“Mergermarket has proven to be a very valuable tool for our bankers to use to track M&A transactions still in their infancy 

and stay informed about merger developments in the sectors that they service. Thanks to Mergermarket’s timely mobile 

alerts, I know my team has its finger on the pulse of the deal environment”

John G. Duffy, Chairman & CEO, Keefe Bruyette & Woods, Inc.

Intelligence you can act on
Because our 600 journalists and analysts provide data and intelligence covering over 67 
countries, we pick up on the cross-border and emerging market deals that generate business 
for law firms.

When our dedicated M&A journalists report 
something, they’re sure of it. This is why 
Mergermarket is core to the new business 
strategies of so many investment banks. The early 
hints and signs of deal activity that we report – 
often 6-24 months before information enters the 
public domain – are based on solid facts uncovered 
by our global team of specialists.

• Identify buys, builds and exits
• Follow relevant auctions, exit strategies and sale 

processes
• Survey historic sector multiples, deal structures 

and values
• Analyse current and emerging trends
• Track the strategic intent of corporates and 

advisers
• Monitor competing firms’ portfolios and 

relationships

The Mergermarket difference
We give investment banks the highest level of 

exposure to the M&A market. With a network of 

300 journalists covering M&A across all sectors 

around the world, we are able to find early insights, 

hints and rumours and report them directly to our 

subscribers, ahead of other news sources.

Features
Early insights that our journalists uncover from 

their strong networks of dealmakers and corporates

Real-time updates sent to your email or mobile 

device

News and updates on auctions as deals unfold

In-depth analysis including trend reports and 

regular M&A activity round-ups

League tables that have become the industry-

standard ‘who’s who in M&A’

Selected relevant news from thousands of 

published media sources

Deals database featuring global M&A transactions 

back to 1998 with fully sourced financials and exit 

multiples

Profiler iPhone app for researching dealmakers on 

the move

Extensive equity capital market news and data

Good company
As a Mergermarket subscriber you’ll join a 
prestigious subscriber list that includes the world’s 
top corporate, advisory and trading organisations:

• 100% of FTSE 100-listed banks
• 100% of Magic Circle and Silver Circle law firms
• All the Big 4 accounting firms use 4 Acuris Group 

products.
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